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About This Game

"ConflictCraft” is a simple strategy game set in an alternate reality where you control the battle against the armies of ISIS. Your
goals are to control all points on the map, destroy all enemy bases, and defend your units and strategic resources.
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Your bases generate unit points every 10 seconds, and you can send half of the units from your bases to any position on the map.

To destroy your enemies, you have tanks, attack helicopters, support helicopters, jets, and rocket missiles. Forces can be
upgraded, allowing for customized strategies and tactics.

There's local multiplayer mode with full controller support, play with your friends and compete against each other.

You can even create new maps with the built in level editor and challenge the community!
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If you like brick breaker at all, you'll totally love this game.. For anyone nostalgic for Goosebumps, this is a pretty good game.
Story-wise it isn't the best, but like the movie, it's really only meant to create a scenario where all the monsters are coming
together one way or another.

The puzzles themselves are pretty tough too, down right counterintuitive sometimes - especially if you aren't familiar with some
of the monsters. And you can forget 100%ing this one without a guide. Guarunteed you cannot complete this without three
playthroughs.

Other than the puzzle and nostalgia aspects? There were some moments that legitimately startled me. Mostly jumpscares and
chase/maze sequences, but it got me all the same. Overall, I rather enjoyed my time with the game, even if I were wearing
monster-blood-tinted glasses.. This game has an interesting system where you pick a character, then you get additional party
members that vary (archer, priest wizard etc.). You can also chose a skill to begin the game with. The combat is nice and has a
90's final fantasy feel to it. There are lots of characters to chose from (main characters) and the main enemy is POWERFUL
overall a good game and the translation is quite good.. Simple, Fun, Interesting, and a little bit reptitive. It doesn't take long to
learn. Having friends to play with make it a much more exciting experience. Try and see how far you can get.. If you are looking
for accurate 3D Cad program, it isnt this. You cant draw polygons or lines. You cant define accurate lenghts for lines. Modeling
is too complicated and clumsy.. Pros: Beautiful graphics, fun puzzles, good sound design, overall great game.

Cons: No calibration for the controller is available which means that there are certain times that the puzzles simply cannot be
solved using a gamepad because going diagonal is using a percentage strength of both the x and y axes whereas using a keyboard
is using a binary 1 for the x AND y axis. This results in a weak tractor pull when using a gamepad causing things like pulling a
plug out and moving the platforms off of the battery compartment. For reference I'm using a Microsoft Black Xbox 360 wired
controller. It's most likely the controller support was tested with a controller that would return a 1 in the x and y axis at a true
diagonal degree whereas my xbox controller goes at a percentage value to make a true circle.

Only one complaint, other than that the game was an absolute delight.. It may be a bumping simulator, but it is a good game.
Definitely a must buy for all Rogue and Spelunky lovers.

You start with a hero and fight your way to the next level. On your way you can collect coins, free heroes to help you, activate
shrines and unlock a lot of abilities and passives.
After your hero dies, it starts all over. The ability to upgrade the stats of further heroes (permanently) makes the game addicting
and replayable though.

Even if you beat the game, there will be a new mode, where you get three times the amount of your abilities and the mobs are
much stronger. Fight your way down and beat the high-score of everyone!
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Simple game but after few minutes it's a real challenge :) 2.50 (means on sale) is definitely worth to me even if I bought the
same apps for like +-1$ on my iPhone.. An amazing piece, just long enough to NOT outstay it's wellcome and very entertaining.
I don't want to spoil it but this game will give you some really good feels!. Very good game, and a very reasonable price too, but
there is some lag when ever your are heading into a different locations and in cutscenes. But I would recomend this fun and
challenging adventure game to basically anyone.. Great mod for COH the best in this mod is sound effect .impressive weapons
sound .. As a follow-up to Her Story, this is poor. As a contender in the 'choose your own adventure/your decisions affect the
story' market, this is poor.

This is more like an HBO drama, and it's a good one. However this is a game on Steam, and I have to compare it to games, not
TV dramas. It's a game where you affect the story, and whilst I can understand that focusing on one character can affect the
story, I don't understand WHY I am changing it. I also don't feel I make any impact on the game at all, as opposed to Her Story
which I personally felt was groundbreaking.

Anyway I was more than ready to power through and have my mind changed, but after completing Episode 1 I realised the game
wouldn't run Episode 2 properly. It would play the intro and then skip to Episode 3. Fantastic. Too late to refund.. Cool game
made by a cool guy! The dragon level is amazing! Highfive for the Cheesehound rebelcow!. This game clearly tried to play off
of the Portal "one mechanic for the whole game" idea. Except, thinking with Portals is more fun than thinking with a Ball. The
game has some good puzzles, most of which can be figured out with some effort, but the mediocre story (told through an
acceptable if not great narration) and levels which all have the same colour palette (I get it, it's underground, not a ton you can
do with that) led to me only wanting to see what the next puzzle was. Couldn't care about anything else. Some technical issues
like textures popping in and out during cutscenes (and rarely when playing) and an overuse of bloom (this is a game from 2010
after all) also muddy the experience.

Overall, I'd say: play it if you really enjoy puzzle games. And occasionally being startled by zombies. Otherwise, it's a
forgettable experience.. cannot change to widescreen mode, rubbish. Not part of the Season Pass. We're talking about a 20
bucks Season Pass.
Two maps (one predator, one combat) that are already in the game.
At 75% sale it might worth a shot, otherwise not really.. use normal chrome to open like chrome os
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